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The mcleon-nudeon interaction i s a fundamental of nuc-

lear physics; correspondingly the defects in the undemtend-

ing of nuclear forces generate paradoxes and disagreement of

theory and experiment in different area of nuclear phyffioa.

She prequark picture of nuclear force* такая use of phe-

nomenological potentials (e.g. the Beid potential [ i j or Ha-

mada-Johneton [ i ] ) ar-t OSB ̂ t e n t i a l s [ г ] , which success-

fully describe experimental data on ЖЕГ scattering up go

300-350 MeV. In that picture there i s a reasonable n$^ffr-

atanding of nuclear forces at medium and large distances

(r^-1 P), where dominates ел attraction due to pion and

meson exchanged. At smaller distances, however, one should

introduce phecooenological parameters ["}") to describe a

strong repulsion (potentials 1-2 Ge7 high at the distance of

" 0 . 5 ?)t since A. exchanges are not sufficiently repulsive

for a reasonable value of the coupling constant Яим [*1 *

Those potentials have been used to calculate the three-

and four-nucleon systems [5J , binding enezgiee and radii of

l ight nuclei (16O and ^Ca, [6] >» deuteron f#f«(V]aad Ĥ» *uo-

ture f«motion [в] i in most cases there i s disagreeigent betveea

coiaputed values and experiment, whei as the model dependence

of theoretical results i s rather weak. As an example, the

i s theoretically ~*25% underbound for the Reid potential

e last ic deuteron form factors are 4 times too low at q ^/ 50

fm" even within the re lat iv ist ic treatment [1~\ . Also typi-

cal i s an underest:juation of the high-momentum component of

the nuclear wave function, for Ĥe that was demonstrated in(sj.
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Those difficulties end growing understanding of the fact,

that quarks and gluone form e base of any hadronic interac-

tion, motivated the modern efforts to create a qaark-gluon

picture of nucleon-nccleon interaction. We now know that due

to asymptotic freedom quarks weakly interact at small distan-

ces (r <3tr., where r. is the confinement radius}, recent lat-

c с

tice caloulations £9] give «vldenee to the linear confining

potential between (heavy) quarks at large distances* Lack of

analytic methods in the strong coupling region (large distan-
ces, r£5 rc> hinders the efforts to deduce the ЮГ interaction

directly froffi the q.q interaction In the QGD framework; hence

approximate methods are used, which are discussed in the fol-

lowing section* Ibis talk is devoted to the QCB model, since

it enables one to quantitatively describe the ВЖ Interaction

and is logically selfooatfLstent.

2» о»яю>*1г picture of T?nclffa"
>
* forces» A*i adiabatic or

ultion at ffr» ̂ TrtB-T of nucleon fusion?

l4 present ther» are three aain approaches to the inclu-

sion oi ojatxk degreat of f reedon in tht IS interactioni

a) Saergy-defoBnation method fioj ;

b) nonrelatiTletic quark model (SQV) [i1-17j ;

e) QCB model [13-22] .

She physical picture behind those approaches is basical-

ly similar. One assumes» that at small distances when two

nuoleons overlap, the quark degrees of freedom come into play»

Za a) and in the QCB model those configurations are the lowest

6q-bag configurations, an additional constraint being imposed
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in a) to separate spatially two quart triplets* At large dis-

tances there are two isolated nuclecma, which can be consi-

dered as two three-quark clusters in the spirit of nuclear

cluster aodels.

the moat essential difference between the approaches

a), b) and c) arises when one explains the repulsive core and

the matching of large and avail distances.

In methods a} and b) the repulsion at aa&ll distances is

produced by the color-magnetic quark-quark interaction in the

S configuration end its magnitude in the adiabatic calcula-

tions is of the order of 300*500 Me? Гю-12,15] :

э о
°

(see discussion in the last paper £l6] ). However the inclu-

sion of virtual excitations of S /°* configuration produces

an attraction at $##-*'® of the sane order of Magnitude

[15.14] .

This fact makes it dubious to explain the core in the

framework a) and adiabatically in b), since the valae (1) is

too low to explain repulsion at Т^> 300 JfeT. As a possible

way out we note here an interesting proposal* eade in [i6] ,

whereby the core alga*
1
- be a consequence of a forbidden state

in the attractive potential* Indeed, the resonating group

calculations performed is £i3»14»17j produce а И phase ener-

gy dependence as for a forbidden state potential (equiv. to

a hard core potential). We shall see below In this Section,

however, that the node in the wave function necessarily ap-

pears Is the nott version о Г the QCB aodel and Is ft> conse-

quence of the strong qnark-nocleon transition In tbe interior
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of the 6q bag* The soft QCB model makes the mechanism of this

transition explicit while it is hidden in the results of cost-

plicated computations In the resonating group approach.

The approaches a) and b) have some internal difficulties.

E.g. the connection of the deformation energy in [lOJwith the

BV potential is unclear. In b) one nec^ssarfly has van der

Waale forees between nudeons (and any hadrons), which have

not been observed experimentally f23J •

Connected to the repulsive core interpretation is the

difference ia the treatment of the 6-qusrk - nucleons tranai-

tion, i.e. aatching of large and email distances. In adiaba-

tic nonrelativistic quark model the Ш interaction is con-

structed additl-vely from the qq interactions and the transi-

tion from small / ^ , where nucleons overlap, to large dia-

t«oo«* Is adlabatic and smooth. Therefore no qualitative phe-

aoiienoB oooura during this transition*

fhle picture is in contrast with our understanding of

the QCD тасишй. We knov that quarks interact via the gluon

«xobang«e. Two ztonoTerlapping nucleons do not exchange gluons,

however; rather they exchange white qq pairs, as in the quark

inteawhange Model [57] , or aeeone. In the IQU one assumes

that all Ш Interactions reduce to additive qq interactions,

without paying Attention to the dense vacuum surrounding each

nuoleon and blocking any color gluon exchangea.

ГА contrast to that, one assumes In the QCB model, that

there exists an Internueleon distance Ryj * b« where transi-

tion of nucleons into 6q bag takes place. She width of the

transition region, A b, is aasumed small,Дb «. b in the usu-

al (sbjirp) version of the QCB model. (One can abandon this
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condition, considering Д b —' b; we shall call this veroioa

the soft QCB model.) The sharp QS3 picture is in agreement

with present estimates of thickness of bag walla in the 0011-

ton models (see [24J and discussion in £25^ ); in some QCD-

bas d calculations 26 this thickness is also small •*•' Ъ~ 0.17.

In addition to that there are arguments of a sharp scale de-

pendence of g(R) for Я -̂  r
c
 together with a sharp dependence

of observable3 on g in the weak-strong transition region, dis-

covered in lattice calculations {27J . Still the sharp 6q-

bag-nucleoas transition is an assumption, which can be justi-

fied at present only by comparing the theoretical predictions

with experiment.

As an immediate consequence of the sharp transition the

QCB model naturally explains the origin of the repulsive cere.

This is done as follows. Let the transition operator firaa 6q

bag to nucleon be ̂  -gilLrti), *
n e n

 the 6q channel produces a

specific term In the Ш interaction fi8 J J

(2)

where 6 i s the 6q-oag Green function, which has the spectreJ.

representation:

< • — . - . — V - 4 - -..— v 7

(3)

As a result we hare for ТГ„ -t



where ty (R) e Tjjq \t» and ife'J ifl a 6q-bag state with ener-

gy By . The Vg-g- potential was obtained also in the cluster-

type derivation of the QCB model £l9-211 ; i a the general

nuclear cluster approach [28j terms of the type of vuajj are

necessarily present in the cluster-cluster interaction, i f

the QCB i s introduces explicitly (see 4q, 7 46 of fee] , the

role of QCB Is played there by shell model w. f . ) .

We now demonstrate that V,, _ produces the repulsive core.

It i s most clearly seen in the case, when fy (R) i s a sharp

function, e.g. (in the l imi t4 b-* 0)

In general» when X(&) i e * smooth function of R, and i s

nonzero for R < b , the Schroedingar equation (S.eq.)

НЛ

produce• ^(R)» which ±a nonzero for R <" b even at £ « I . ,

where the 7j_y dlrexgeg* 13a» only condition on (^(R) at

S - Ъу ia JfrfWUOdfl **O , end in general, for
• smooth t f {Ю of constant sign ( i . e . in the soft QCB model)

i t requires only that t^(R) has a aode somewhere for r < b.

lot* that this node occurs naturally only ae i result of the

co»»pllng between the channels* She situation here i s reminis-

oent of the resonating group calculation* of £13»14»17] ,

where the phaae behav:Lour probably signals a node in the wave

function. S t i l l the node allows nuoleons to penetrate inside

the 6q bag ai3d be present at r < b.



Situation changes, however, «hen f., (В) has the £»хж (5)«

Indeed, in this caee -y - CJ~ Ш-y J i

lent to the local potential У^^» ^ ffil^ «и
4 о ш с а а

see, that we have a tall end narrow barrier (for X > S
y
 ).

that le the penetrability of this barrier? Taking the barrier

as a reotangular one with the height "V» aad, the width £. ,

penetrability ia J29 J :

C7)

(Hote that the ваше a-iawer obtain» for X •< By is the llalt

i_—*0, this of course coincides with the exaet solution for

V - g (4), given In £te].) Oat can see in (7) that the barrier

is Impenetrable for В • Bj, , i.e. a sharp quark-nueleon tran-

sition aete as an infinite repulaire core. She effect of th«

core at £ / E^ depends on the value of Cy , which is to be

defined from the P matrix analysis in the vicinity of В » By •

2his description of tl.e repulsive core is in good agreement

with experiment Г 18 J • Thus the sharp version of the QCB mo-

del suggests an universal mechanian for the repulsive core,

completely different from that of OSS яхй. of the approaches

a) and b). In the soft QCB version there sight be son» ~iai-

larltjr with, the resonating group calculations of HQM and for-

bidden state potentials п б ] , however further icvesti^ation

is needed* For more comparison between the models in the

framework of saturation of nuclear forces we refer the reader

to Section 8»
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3« The QCB model

An important source which motivated the appearance of the

QCB model was e paper by Jaffe and Low [̂ 30 ] . These authors

have correlated the (what ia called now) quark compound bags

(QCB) with « special observable, the P matrix; the pole in

the P matrix corresponding to the eigen energy of QCB eveл if

the resulting poles in the 5 matrix are too far away to be

мвеп as peaks,

In the QCB model dynamic 1 equations are written to imp-

lement a large possible role of QCB is dynamics, whether or

sot they correspond to observable resonances. The QCB model

equations can be derived in two ways. In the first, quarks of

QCB and nucleons are treated as two separated channels, coupl-

ed only on the boundary of QCB [:8-2ol . Outside of QCB nue-

leons interact by meson exchanges, mainly via OPS. The HH

interaction inside QCB in this version can be derived from

qq interactions as in IQU or phenomenologically [i8~20J .

In the second way it is taken into account th&t nudeons

consist of quarks and therefore the problem is that of six

quarks which can occupy in the configuration space a region

of QCB or a region ot two separate 3q clusters (nueleons).'

Xhis problem is typical for the nuclear cluster formalism

with Internal wave function Included [28J . The final equa-

tions in both ways have the sane form; the second way, howe-

ver, allows one to express the BS interaction Inside the QCB

through the QCB wave functions [_21} . Below in this section

we discuss the starting points of the second (cluster) deri-

vation and give the final form of equations; for details and

discussion see 119-213 •
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Xbe total sis-quark «are function (w.f.) has the representa-

tion:

«here ]& le the w«,f • of QCB, while 3££/ describes action of

two znxcleoae - 3q dusters, lote, that this decomposition le

based on physical arguments; "\jC is expanded into a eoaplete

set of six-quark (e«g. MX!) bag QCB functions, which Taaisii

for r > b, where b - is an **qulTalent aadrotttc radiue* ot

the QCB [30,19] > У& is nonsero botb isslde and onteide of

QCB and contains all possible aeyoptotlce U/^(r)t т -+••*<> •

Even if one includes all hadronio ehamwla in ^/ , it is

not possible to neglect "Щ , since Ufa contains color

clusters and additional gluon eontribntions, «Mob arc absent

in x^ • Therefore both teras should be present in (8). la

contrast to that in the resonating group approach one usually

retains only VQ in (8) (see e.g. \jb ] ).

Proa S.eq. for Vf with the q-q interaetioa as a poten-

tial term, one obtains an equation for V y v ^ " *
he v

*'*

of the relative HH motion C? is the distance between nueleons}

(9)

Sere Yfl is the SB interaction, arising from the <f4 poten-

tial without QCB ehanml. Outside of QCB, i.e. for r > Ь, £

reduces to the exchange of the correlated qf pairs, as in

[57З i or aesons, as in OBBP; inside QCB the qrq interaction

is taken Into account in the QCB w.f., as it ±m done in MIX
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bag model* Hucleons for r < b can be identified with 3q clus-

ters inside the QCB; the corresponding contribution into Ш

interaction is contained in V_ - and is discussed below.

Hence we can simplify:

term Tjj s , in contrast t°Vjrau (2), (4), contains two

idLnds of contributions: i) from the transition of nucleons .

into QCB at the bag boundary (analogous to (2), (4) ) and

i i ) from the distances r < b due to the US presence inside

QCB. In. fact, any QCB w.f. Ity can be decomposed into 3q

clusters as follows (see, e.g. [i6»3ij ) :

where & d'notes the type of clusters (И, A or colored

baryon Bg etc.) , ^-^ - a normalized function of ralative

«luster-cluater motion, 4у - the fractional parentage coef-

ficients, measuring the probability amplitude of given clus-

ters ot inside th& QCB w.f. in the V state. Por the s

state with the deuteron quantum numbers fyy have been first

calculated in [э1j , a general discussion and the results for

a p states are given in fi61 .

We should stress here that for the QCB model and for the

quark-nuclear physics in general it is important that the

probability of colored clusters in. QCB is dominant, l.e.~80%

both for в
6
 and s*p

2
 states [з1,1б], This fact implies that

the QCB w.f. ifT, are much different from )̂ L and contain
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aev degrees of freedom» Bierefora, the presence of Xq in (8)

1B necessary» vhich ensures new physical effects, e.g. the re-

pulsive соте, the energy dependence of the SI potential etc»

It ia clear that for ^Г ФО meleons ere present in

and their interaction and v.f* can be ехртеявей VaxaagL

*
и
Щ, *ich ia кяото, if % ia Imowu In fact, «plicit

deriTation [̂21 ] yields the following form of

where Xjpt£s (Sl\ i e a spin-angalar oozBalized function:

Sie real fnnotion ^ / W entering (14) ia radial part of'

> soxaallaed a»

fts)

and X, »-pO 4 ; , bhe factor 10 comae i n since there are

10 mcleonlc efranml» in 1 ^ , (8), doe to pexntstions i n

4» Potential of the T» ^teraetion i n the QCB

Hence «e eoae to iSm follovtne repreeentation for Urn
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Bff potential:

where VJT_
H
 is given by Eq.(12). We note the main features of

YJJJJ: it ie nonlocal (due to T^ _) and strongly energy depen-

dent* The first term should also be nonlocal due to the finite

nucleon and boson size; at large distances, however, (r ?* b,

b a d - 1.5?) this nonlocality can be neglected.

She energy dependence has a twofold origin* Writing

energy factors explicitly, one has

= JL 4- В
E

where A ~ Cy >*O ; and С ~ xf^O . The first tera in

(17) is always generated in many-channel cases, when one

channel is considered and others are formally excluded {̂ 32J «

In our case this term brings in the contribution of the QCB

channel, a term of the same fora would appear from a bound

ЖА and /.A state. The third term in (17) is due to the non-

orthogonality of the KH and QCB channels, i.e. due to the

presence of the KIT component in the QCB w.f. As we shall see,

this tera dominates in the energy dependence at low energies.

Characteristically enough, the contribution to * £**

fro» the first and the third terms in (17) hare opposite

signs; this can be compared to the experiment, e.g. circular

f* polarisation In tae /Ьуб-* elf j see discussion in [21J *

Che linear energy dependence in T ^
w
 is a result of the

nonorthogonality of the Ш and QCB states; the coefficient Xy
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eeesures this nonorthogonality and, as we have seen, le pro-

portional to the HH cluster admixture In QCB.

I s principle one son go over frftm '/Wf)*0 «aether

function, T , such that th<* linear energy dependence dis-

appears in the potential. Samely, define

inversely»

Inserting j? instead of J^. , as in (17 1 1 ) , in S.eq.

(9) one obtains an equation for 3r without linear energy

terms in the potential, but with new terms in the potential

ot the form fflr) fljj$) . Taking nonaero thicknese of the

QCB wall3, i . e . smearing off the fy/r) at Г=4 and the (f

function term in jy/f) , one gets smooth %(r) end. S?/r) *

theory thus obtained i s equivalent to the former one in terms
o i %W • A t Xy = 1 » however, (@fi/ « 0 and j j j ^ cannot be

expressed through x •

Let us discuss ppraraeters drfining 7««. Л epecial role

i s played by the parameter b. Theoretically i t can be obtain-

ed from the 6q MIT bag radius

^ 1,14 Rgqsr 5,7 M1/3GeV-1

Por a state "У£ with ааза М • 2 Ge7 we get b = 1.44 ?. The

arguments, barad on chirsl V3g aodels, usaally prefer some-

what smaller values of Ib |̂ 253 » therefore i t i s -reasonable
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to take b in the Interval 1,1*1,5 У for S waves and increase

upper limit up to 2*3 ? for higher partial wavee. Finally b

can be fixed by a f itt ing procedure using experimental data»

Parameters of Тод£ are masses and coupling constants;

the dominant contribution i s given by the pionic exchange

with the «e l l known constants, the дГНН fcrmfactor can be

neglected in this approximation. Higher aeson exchanges are

not important; in practical calculations one takes several

OBBP's with fixed constants and masses, the OPEP i s just as

good however.

The ? н _ н i s defined by £y f Cy t Xy and Vy * The values

of Cy end E* can be found from the P matrix analysis rest-

ricted to a narrow region near a P-matrix pole, as was done

f irst by Jaffe and Shetz [У0~\ « 7e note that in [pQJwas sug-

gested a theoretical estimate of cj~ through ^Fj/JV . In

the QCB model this connection is absent (see discussion in

Г?93 « P*27) end we don't know any dynamical model supporting

this connection» Therefore £ is treated here as a phenomeno-

logleal parameter to be found from experiment (P-matrix ana-

lysis).

The -value of \r can be la principle computed theorcti-

celly. If Щу is known, cf (11). these theoretical eetioatee

of 4y (i.e. Xy ) a e however of algebraic nature and do not

пае dynamics. One identifies a 3? cluster ix; the 6q bag with

a. xatcleon, whenever their quanton numbers coincide. The clus-

ter internal w»f. however might be strongly deformed as com-

pared with the zmcieon w.f.; hence one expects that the ex-

perimental valu? of Xy should be less than the' theoretical



/,,(ezp) < X/

For "SA or && clusters one should take into account the

threshold factors which also tend to diminish X (ezp). Pi-

nally we cite here the value of ЛГ, (xheor) obtained in

for the s
6
 bag (

3
S.,)s

Jf/(theor) a H,1 (19)

We turn now to fjf(l) . For small r and 1-th partial

wave ПЛг)*" Г • A convenient choice for fytr) i s

where A/ i s a numerical parameter, j£ - the Ri;cati-Bessel

function and Лу i s defined by (15).

In this way comparison of experimental phases via P mat-

rix with theoretical predictions yields parameters b, Ey ,

с у , x.y and Д, . in subsequent Sections we discuss the pro-

cedure of this comparison and the obtained results*

In applications sometimes i t i s necessary to consider

several coupled channels in the QCB model; e.g. S -̂̂ D^ ШГ

channels or ЯН-ОД . The QCB potential (12) i s easily genera-

lized to this case. Hamely, we introduce index n a 1,2,. . .

for hadronic channels, the QCB potential becomes ^-^% of the

same form (12), but with indices n,n* in the product fyfj*'*

Correspondingly, in (14) index n enters on the l . h . s . in -ff'

and on the r.h.s. тагкз £J*t Х* and U/1"t rriiereas the QCB

eigenenergy £y i s the same for a l l hadronic channels n.
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Che P-matrix analysis, which, was introduced by Jaffe aod

£ow Г30З plays & crucial role la the QCB model, since it is

Tie, the ? eatrix analysis that «11 conaection to the expert-

aent ia made in the model, «sod moreover, P matrix poles and

residues for* the aain ingredient of the dynawics.

la the one-channel еаде P eatrix ia aiaplj a logarithmic

darlrativ* ^0J , rtiich is found in the framework of the ao-

йэ1 eta follows. Let regular and irregular solution of S.eq.

(10) with potential ?
d
 be I(r) and T(r) respectiTelyj their

asyaptotica can be taken as

(21)

Since Тд « 0 for r < Ъ, X(r) • r Stit-КГ * where constant с

1* defined bj eatching with aaTntptotics (21)} X(r) ean be

ohoeen at r < Ъ as any free solution» satisfying

The Cta»en function ia

then a solution of S.eq. with the total potential Vd +

вау be written as [i9t21J (we take only or» QCB state for
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«ten

Proa (23) and (14) 02» deduces the following properties:

1) i^(tj ш о for Ш ж S. and r i b . Thla property wae explained

through the barrier penetrability in Section 2 and doe*

not depend on 7..

2) At X - S, the P matrix haa a pole:

B 4 )

F (S) ia a smooth (at S у ) function* this property

is the basis of the 2 matrix anelysis and was found Ъу Jaffe

and Low without an exp] *.cit model [3oJ ; the QCB model is a

self consistent realization of their idea.

The F matrix analysis goes as followc. Starting froa ex-

perimental phases and mixing parameters and also assuming

some OBBP at r > Ъ m find the "experimental" ralae of tb~.

F matrix &t + ж Ъ + 8 , $ -+ 0, aa

where Z(b) is a solution of S.eq* tor г > b wltibi the poten-

tial T
0 B g

, harlng the asymptotics, similar to that of X(r),
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(26)

К

but with the phase о&.(к) equal to the experimental value. The

/alues of 3' (E,b) f.rom. (25) в-ust now be coamared to

with У from (23). Prom the fitting

procedure we find parameters C. , E^» t , A/ . Xy

1'he first F-raatrix analysis of Ш system was done by

Jaffe and Sixatz pOJ in tb3 vlciiiity of the pole, with the

parametrination

ЛP = P + Л -&— (27)

so that "Cy ~ ^fMf, f/ s= $ Miffy . The values of Z£ and K^

found in (30J are 3 S t : ^ * 0,39 GeV
3, ^ = 2,08 GeV; 1 S 0 ,

^ e 0.37 GeV3; /^ - 2,11 GeVj Ъ = 7,3 GeV"1
. These authors

have ne£Lec+-!d VQBg and have argued that ? о в в
 has little in-

fluence on ^ , Ŝ  * This was later supported by new analysis,

discussed below.

Next step эгаз done in [18 j , where the energy region

О Л
т
 ^515 ИеУ was analyzed and it was shown that experi-

mental phases, connected to the P matrix without V-тя; in a

simple way: P » ^ С4я (tc(-t S^
t
 are well described by the form

(27)» where P
Q
 does not depend on energy and can be found

from the position of the deuteron (singlet antitound) pole.

In this way having defined %• and S
y
 ±n the narrow region

around the pole we have a good description of S waves in all

energy region without OBE. The only place where 03E is essen-



-el for 3 wares - the region of lowest energies, Т-^д; 10 MeV;

e.g. the effective range r
e f f

 without OSB is 15% less than

experimental value.
4

Inclusion of OPE in the P-matrix analysis enables one ts

obtain a good agreement for *
e f f

» as was found in £ззЗ • The

P matrix was written аз a sum of a constant, e. linear in

energy term and a pole term» An important conclusion c£ [Уь\

was that inclusion of OPB allows for smaller values of b, in

fact, values b» 1,1-1,2 ? give a little better description of

phases*

Here it is relevant to compare the P matrix analysis

with H matrix analysis of nuclear reactions [ЗАland with the

boundary condition model (BCM) of Peshbach and Lomon [̂ 35j •

Bven tb'augh the P matrix is directly connected to the a mat-

rix (P a a'
1
), the physical mechanisms behind these types of

analysis are completely different* In fact, a state correspond-

ing to a H-matrix pole, has a small derivative at г » Ъ\ а

typical example is a barely bound state, like deuteron* These

states can be called "the R-matrix states" and they are well

described by the R-matrix parametrization. In contrast to

that, "the P-matrix state", i»e. a state corresponding to a

pole in the P matrix, has a zero at the boundary r « bj en

example of such state is the ideal MIT bag with quarks con-

fined to a region г <Н
Л
_*

Taking the BCM, one can say, that in this aodel J_35] P-

matrix analysis was given in the region T^ < 400 MeV. She P

matrix in F35J does not contain poles and was taken a constant^

while the radias b was 0,71 *?• Ae was mentioned in £?б] ,

these two facts are connected, and if the radius b is 1,45 P,
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the poles appear at 2,08 GeV (
1
S

Q
) and 2,145 GeV (

3
S.,) ia

agreement with Jaffe and Shatz [}o\ • In fact, the B018. has no

concept of quark states and their connection to the P-matrxx

poles; still the results of BCIi can be easily reinterpreted

in the framework of the QC3 model, a valuable information in

thie respect is contained in the coupled-chonnel treatment of

HN-NA - Д Д in the framework of BCM [36,37] .

At present there are extended P matrix analysis of M

amplitudes by Mulders [38J , by Amsterdam (TO) group [39J and

ITEP group J4O,4i3» In £38] the OPEP is used with fonafactors

from the cloudy Bag model £25] , inelasticity is accounted for

and main attention was paid to the pole analysis. In Q39J a

special investigation was made of the sensitivity of pole

characteristics to the radius b and to the type of QBE for

г >Ъ. The data from f39j for *S., wave are listed in Table 1

and support the conclusion of £?0j , that OBE is not impor-

tant for pole characteristics. -These data are in good agree-

ment with the data from {4iJ shown in Table 2,

Both Tables 1 and 2 and results of [зз] display a strong

nonlinear dependence of pole position )G^ on the radius b.

Typically for b - 1 P, {5y ie at T
b
 > 1,2 QeVj however at

b =• 1,4? 7 (see Tables 1 and 2) Щ is near the theoretical

Telue tfp(
J
i,)

 e
 2,165 GeV [43] , supporting the original

arguments of [30 3 *

Theoretically the strong dependence of Йу on b is ex-

pected ([is]
 t
 Appendix 1)* then the radius ot the P-matrix

analysis (p « Rfc. ) doea not coincide with the equivalent bag

radius (r * b), the pole in the P matrix is shifted from

В » B
y
 by an aaooat A 2* proportional to Cy and positive
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.negative) for B^ < b (R^ > b ) . In the soft QCB model the

node г = rQ in the w.f. (producing the P matrix pole) moves

to larger values of r for smaller energies; again in agree-

ment with the data.

A P-matrix aneiysis of So wave was done by I.L.Grach,

U.B.Konyukhova and M.Z.Shraatikov, t reat ing i n e l a s t i c i t y аз

D ДД channel. In Table 3 are l i s ted pole positions a&d re-

sidre3 calculated from the single energy phases of [ 42 J and

ОЗЕР of £443 for г У b, b я 1,5 p, Resulte are i n agreement

with £зо] and {j?9j « Hote, that the account of i n e l a s t i c i t y

strongly changes the pole position*/ A similar enalysis was

done by the same group for P.., P , P ^ Dg aлd ̂ Dg waves, r e -

sul t s are given i n Table 4. The whole energy region

0 •? 3^ >< 1 Ge7 i s treated with b in the interval 1-й b S 2 F.

Some typical curves for P(E) are given in Fig»i£-)-£).

Wow we discuss more closely the P-matri:* analysis of
3 3 1 3 Г 1

^S.j- D,j and Dgi Э2 w a v e 3 ЪУ t b e И в ^ group I.41J , since i t

reveals some пет/ iraportant features. In (24)-(25) the P mat-

r i x was given in the single-channel case. Por the coupled-

channel case the corresponding expressions are given in Ap-

pendix I (some useful formulas are also given in [зв] and

[бо] ) , Here we write .mly the simplest fo^m of P matrix for

two channels, when only diagonal interact ion acts inside QCB:

5?Ms is a consequence of a large inelasticity in t£2j fov'S,
the situation ia different i£ the data from [4~,483 is
used.
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The ciae-reversal invariance applied to P, requires that c^

should be real, the sign of C± can be arbitrary. We discuss

now the sign at —p • In the one-channel ease the causality

requires that $£. £ 0,1*5] • ?от the P matrix calculated

r_-oc the full OHBP phases (Instead, of experimental ones) this

condition ie satisfied, in agreement with the results of £Э5]»
it

holding true for any energy^lependent potential. However, the
analysis of "*D,,, Dg waves Pig.1, ehowB positive values of

oP£jr at T̂  < 100 MeV, when the experimental phases are those

•si energy-dependent azsalysis of [42^ and OBS (r > b) frost

[44j« It i s sufficient however to change slightly the phases

at 7^ < 100 ШУ to make %f <• 0 U.I.7eeelor t I.L.Grach,

I.M.Karodetsld.i, private coemmication) •

A **•**! gy situation, where the F «atrix analysis sight

signal a poesitole inconsistency in phase parameters, occurs

in ^S^-^D. «aves* In the two-channel case instead of Signer

condition we iaw the Breit condition [_4б] г

which iaposes a stronger restriction on 2J& than on ш

As one can see in 7i£«2, &ft,s.(fe$)hais a large: positive value (0.4$/

for t L « Ю leY, while i t i s negative i f Instead of experi-

mental phaaes on» takes full OBEP phases. lbs autbors [_41J

h«7» traced the origin of the controversy to the »*•*"*»*£ para-

•eter S" , which i s not well known for TL << 100 MeT. If in-

stead of experimental values of 2" , one takes the values

on the curves %i»%2 ̂ *®e ^S*3)f one obtains a curve for PDD

ahowfi in Jig. Z bj л solid l ine. Xhe quality of f itt ing to



-ie phases Sfo,) , ч Д ) is good (see Fig.4). The P-m&t-

rix paraaeters and effective range parameters are given, in

Table 2. We stress again that the P matrix is a sensitive

indicator, distinguishing among different phase analysis

(compare the curves of P ^ in Pig.2 and the corresponding

values of £ in Pig.3).

Finally we mention another important outcome ol the ana-

lysis [41] . It is clear, that the 6q state £y is connected

to both S and D wave and therefore both P^ and P ^ should

have one pole at the same energy Ey . Moreover (at least for

a weak outer OBB potential), PSi and ?^> should not have

other poles except ZZy , if the QCB picture is correct. Howe-

ver, if instead of QCB picture we have a general non-quark

potential picture, then in two disconnected S and D channels

must occur two different poles (one in each chann. 1) in the

P matrix, since the interaction in different channels is dif-

ferent* Taking channel coupling into account in a nonquark

potential model one obtains two poles in each channel 3 and

D, the residue of a proper pole being larger for a giver. .

channel»

It is important, that the P-mstrix analysis [413 finds

one pole in each element of the P-matrix, st exactly the sane

energy, thus giving en evidence in favour of a unique QCB

state, connected to the S and D wares of Ш system. Щ obtain-

ing this result in ^413
 t n s

 contribution of OBE (OPE) is im-

portant for r >>b: by decreasing the coefficient of OPS to

zero there may appear another pole, moving from negative

energies; at the nominal value of the OPE coupling constant,

however, one obtains only one pole. Thus experiaentcu ^3
1
-^D

1
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phases prefer a QCB ste^e rather than a purely potential pic-

ture at the distances r -s "b as 1,5 ?•

The P matrices discuseed above may be used further to

explicit ly construct the QCB potential{ some examples are

given in the next Section-.

QCB potential -

We present here a procedure of finding the explicit QCB.

potentials for S o and ^S., states, as was done i o " [ 2 i j and a

more general form of the QCB potential for the 1 S potential,

found recently. Aa we have discussed above, a general proce-

dure consists of finding the parameter* Xy , Cy , By and by

from the numerical correspondence of ? e x(B) end ^thaorOS^'

(25) and (24).

fhere exists a simpler (but more restricted) procedure,

using the fact, that PQ (24) for S-wavee i s energydependent

to a good accuracy [}&~\ < Hamely, we do not assume for ft, (r)

the fora (20), and Instead make a conjecture, that the set

{tylr)) * V • 1r2f*« la complete for r ^ b. Hence we ex-

pand fjr)

v f } y v •'• D O )

lM»rtlng «/'(r) DO) and 7VqV (12) into S.eo. for r ^ b,

(•Иф* ^ЖамЩ • SCp , we obtain a system of equations
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DO
•ft '• V «L J

Л

Since 'Ъ (r),does not depead on energy, Bq.O1) i s selfcon-

sistent only for z • 0 (in this case am o) a»i for x, » 1

In the latter case one obtains from (31) an equation for

with the eolations of the form (20), discussed above, to es-

sore the ortnonozmality of *)y{x)
t
 A can be defined from

the condition

where К is on energy-independent constant. Combination of

(32) and (31) brings j.a additional conditions on By , which

(in case of only one term (У =» О present ia the ашв (30) )

reduce to

M(£,-ct

(remember that fy /£) contains ft )•

More general case i s discussed in \jtil

She F matrix can be computed as
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One can see that Indeed the energy dependence In (35) la In

the pole tera, I .e . PQ » const* i f i y • 0 or 1. The condition

(34) l e moat restrictive, «hen она tr ies to find parameters

By t Xy » Cy m n d ^V' t i i e **•**•* •aluee of A are exactly at

the boundary of allowable region of O4). I t жав shown in

[24] that to xit the P matrix without an OBF ta i l one needs

two polea, the dietant она was taken at 1 GeV. The values of

parametera, taken from \zi] are Hated in Table 5 together

with the resulting phases тагвиа experlaeatal ones from

[42,473 • ***• potentiels for the 1 S 0 and S1 atatea are siren

to i l loatrate the oatliaed procedure of constructing QCB po-

tentials; aa oaa eaa aee from Sable 5, they are a t i l l rather

erode» acre elaborated Teraion la given below.

We remind that the potentials quoted in Table 5 are con-

atruoted in a a l ^ l i f i e d procedure with x1 • 1 and Xg • 0. It

la istereatiag to eoapare this value of x 1 with the toeoreti-

eal ralue (19); on» can aee that Indeed ж., • 1 -^ ̂ Ьлот • 1*1*

Another auggeative eonpariaon ia the farla potential £.3] ,

tiamx* the internal part la a constant potential of the fora

Л-tdf t with Ля 1 for 3S^ and 1 S Q wav*e. Talcing instead

of aonlooal potential (12) with noroallcation (15) an equiva-

lent local potential V • x̂ QS • const), one obtains similar to\j£\

potantlala for x^«* 1.

We note that the nearly energy independence of the P

matrix at 1ь-< 300 MeT «aa known long ago (aee [З5,.3б] and



vefs. therein) In our language ?&is oorreeposda to x^3 1 end

can Ъе explained only ia iermj oftne quark degrees of freedoa.

In terms of potentials* this correaponde to a potential with

a aaximally strong energy dependence, still compatible with

causality [35J •

We nave given above a simplified version of the QCB po-

tential» valid for Xy ж o;i. In йоге elaborated version овв

should take into account that Xy not necessary equal to O;1

and hence or» should use a general -form (12) with solution

(23). One such example of the
 1
S

0
 potential found by A.I.Ve-

aelov, I.X.Biarodetskii and the author is given in Sable 6.

Tbs curve in Pig.5 shows the quality of the fit to the expe-

rimental phases, taken

7» Admixture of six~oaark-b

deuteron and nuclear wave function^

Xhie question was studied in many papers £49-537 , still

the rigorous treatment in our opinion is missing. She stan-

dard way for deuteron is to represent zbs total w.f. as

, тАеге o(
Z
 defines the probability of the

6q-bag cosqponent in deuteron. of *в to be found from the

difference between the </̂  -contribution and experiment (see
e
*g* (^51-53.67^ )• In this way one usually disregards oodi-

fication of ^ due to the presence of 6q bag.

* In the QCB model the 6q-bag (QCB) channel and the ЯН

channel are coupled dynamically and their relative contribu-

tion can be calculated if the QCB potential is known. In the

earlier version of the QCB model JJ8~) , where the _*northo£o-
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nality of the channels was neglected one obtains a simple es-

timate of the relative weight of QCB in deuteron as a ratio of

corresponding normalization integrals A&^JrHf} d"£f end

N %' d* finds £18]

where %*? /ЩГ » / p - £* = 0,11, PQ is defined in (24).

The 6q-betg admixtures in nuclei in this version come out

even larger £iej • These estimates qualitatively stress an

important role, «hich 6q bags may play in mxclei.

Quantitatively the estimates are not stable and change

due to following reasons:

a) V- la sensitive to b, Sy and fo— Cy , since instead

of (36) one can «rite

Д4 « JfilMt an

Inclusion of OSB and inelasticities can change Ъ and Ъу .

E.g. using analysis [_3S,4i] for b - 1,4 Г; /p « 0,11,

/Ej-fy/~ 0,225 GeV we obtain ^ . s- Л^ я* 12J6J

b) tb» aost important i s inclusion of the nonorthogonality of

QCB «ad IS channels, wbich i s present in the version of the

QCB «sdel, given In £22*] and Seotion 3 above. ITL fact, writing

the total ir.f. as in (8) with

and taking into account (11) one reveals explicit nonorthgo-

sality



where

Xi/ I'ШПКлЛГЛГ -f -r iP..Mi t (40)

The total w.f. is normalized according to

One can easily see, that the previous case, «hen QCB

and BN channels are orthogonal, is obtained for XL, в 0* ?or

Xy f 0 it is reasonable to define the QCB admixture oaing the

part of QCB, which does not interfere with </̂ £ . 2.g« one

can ask: what is the admixture of colored clusters BQBQ or

йД in deuteron. Pi-obabilities of these clusters in ^ ,

according to (11)* are /'flfj'̂ } sad '/#? j • Then for the

admixtures we have

wii«re tfifi qGS etfoiicm-w ie Ф?&.яе*

CO

asawaing that ^/^/if) i s normalized as / ^ dr * f, we

obtain
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% № ] (44)

Using QCB potential parameters from Table 5» b * 1.4 F

and *Jfa/(r) as in L.2jfJ » one gets

P
QOB *

 (O
'

53
 " ° »

3 7 ) 2
* 2*

 ( 4 5
>

Comparing (45) to the previous estimate (36) and (37)»

one can see that nooorthogonality (the tens proportional to

X/ ) tenda to decrease ?Qgg; there is a strong destructive

interference of "boundary" and "volume" terms ir (45); at

x, - 0 the result (36) is recovered. Due to cancellation in

(45) the net result is very sensitive to the parameters of the

QCB potential» She corresponding admixture of Л Л in deute-

ron obtains if on uses %
А
д s: 10& [31] and is equal

P^
A
{A) 2: O,25f (b - 1,2 P), i.e. lower than the usually ex-

pected value of — 1%, see e.g. £36 J «

Co ealeulste the QCB admixture in nuclei, one should use

soae aodel wave function. The simplest estimate can be done

for nuclear matter, assuming Fermi-gas model. She correspond-

ing calculations are given in Appendix 2, here we quote the

result for the 6-q QCB admixture per nucleon. For the 3S 1

type of QCB oa* has

(46)

Approxlaately the «ame answer obtains for SQ 6q bag. Sote

that the 6q admixture is again the result of a strong cancel-

lation between "boundary" and "voluae" terms ia the QCB po-
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tential and therefore i s тегу sensitive to the parameter» of

the potential» E.g. for parameters from Sable 6, one obtains

instead of (46) РдоСД) = 1,9% . I n addition to 3 3 1 and 1S<>

6q bags, nuclei havefwave bags, D-wave bags and other 6q bags,

and also 9q, I2q,... bags. Comparing only 6q bags per nudeon*

we see that in nuclear matter the admixture i s > 2.5 tines

higher than in deuteron. Small QCB percentage in (4-5-45) i s de-

ceptive, since a l l HH interaction there i s due to QCB.

8. Binding enargiea of the three- and four-nucleon

systems and saturation of nuclear forces for the

QCB potential.

As we mentioned in Introduction, the prequark real is t ic

potentials underoind the nuclei (A * 3,4,16,40 £ 5 , 6 j ) . More-

over, the high- momentum component of the w.f. for those po-

tentials i s too email, as one can зее e.g. in the example of

•Tie Q 0J . What should one expect of the QCB potential in this

respect? ^

We note f irst of a l l , that the derivative ^£$.M

i s positive for В < 0, therefore the QCB potential i s more

attractive for a more virtual pair of nucleons in the three-

nucleon system. Explicitly, the energy of the pair, B^ , en-

tering the tvro-body t-matrix ±a Eg * B, - \ $гт and de-

creases with growing p. Therefore both problems - the under-

binding and suppression of the Mgh-aomentum coaponent are

connected and can be solved simultaneously.

Calculations «lth model energy-dependent potentials, s i -

milar to the COB potential of Section 6, have been dons £54J

and yield reasonable results for binding energies of three-
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body system (a general dlsouesion of energy-dependent poten-

t i a l s Is given In the second paper £ 54] ) .

Calculations of tritium binding energy t-j- for the QCB

potential with parameters from Table 5 are being done by

I.L.Graeh and M.Z.Shmatikov and only prei 1,ттг1 лагу results are

available* They nave noted, that £T i s very sensitive to the

potential parameters, and a slight change in the latter, leav-

ing deuteron and quality of the f i t to the two-body data un-

varied, иву bring <5r in agreement with experiment. However,

the linear energy dependence of Yy_д causes the same depen-

dence of the t-matrix at large B», which might be troublesome

in computations» An alternative way - to reinterpret the Ш

w.f. as in {М*)-(17") and In this way to exclude the linear

energy dependence in V H a f -*e f l sot yet pursued. Further inves-

tigation i s needed; at present I t seems probable that the QCB

approach may solve the problem of underbinding* in additional

source of attraction in tririum and heavier nuclei are 9q»

!2q bags in the role of QCB. Shis possibil ity i s discussed

also in the framework of ДОС in the last paper of £ i 6 ] and i s

connected there with orbital excited many-quark bags.

We discuss now the saturation property of the QCB poten-

tial* l e t for a l l ^ £ £ t h e M potential be of the form

Тдо • 7 Q B B (r > b) • Vy у , where v̂7jj_B has the form (12). Due

to the nonlocal character of Увдр i t s contribution to the

binding energy of A nuoleon» grows at most as A [55~] » this

ensures Sfeturation. (She linear energy dependence of V- -

needs a special consideration, therefore i t i s better to use

the framework of <17' ) , (17 l f ) where the VNqH potentials are

•til l nonlocal but without linear energy dependence, so that
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theorems of [55J are applicable.)

The first tern la 7до, VQgg (r > b)« has noneetarci&tg

properties if it is tainn local* She large A system In this

case collapses into pointlike states divided by distance r • b

and with aligned spins (the so-called tensor-bound nuclei,

see [^55>5б^ ). A way out is to tak« into account nonlocal!ty

of OBEP, which is necessarily present due to finite boson and

nucleon sizes and is most naturally described in the quarks-

interchange model £573 • In this case, i.e. when T 0 B g is made
л»

nonlocal and ^jj
oH
 is au.le nonlocal and without linear energy

dependence, the QCB potential satisfies the teoreas of s*tu-

ration f55J .

We conclude this Section with a general description of

nuclear matter with quark bags. It seems reasonable, that the

nuclear matter consists of two phases: nucleoaa and 6q, 9q»**«

quark bags - in equilibrium with each other* luclear forces

must saturate, otherwise nucleons would go over into the quark-

bag phase and eventually into quark-gluon plasma* The latter

is stable (or saturating}, since in the limit of a large quark

density the quark-gluon interaction tends to zero (asymptotic

freedom)* To oake the nucleon phase stable one should there-

fore use only saturating in the old sense, £55], IS potentials.

As en example, we mention the forbidden-state potentials £i6J,

which do not saturate, if act in all 3,4 5 wares, and can be

saturating if their attractive part is Bade nonlocal.
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9. Ralativlatlc effects. Jf mesons,, other systems

Halatirietic effects are usually treated in few-body

systems in the pramework of a) Bethe-Salpeter ox Blankenbec-

ler-Sugar equations b) light-froat dynamics IssJ and Welriberg

equation c) diapersion relations* The last method was used in

the model Г 59*1 « very similar to the QCB model. In fast the

relatiriatic H/D method was exploited. It works quite sucoees-

fally because, as it is agrued in [,59 J and discussed belov,

the QCB dampa iterative multii.aaon ezchanges, which usually

plague the F/D aethod.

She usual connection between S and P matrices for S waves.

does not te l l anything about analytic properties of S. If, ho-

one essumes that P(B) has a representation

•T»ry*ttere in the i-plane, «1th PQ a polynomial, then 5 matrixi-
due to (47) has an essential singularity at \k{-*°*> (see'

discussion in [35] ). The factor eiji(~2ikf) ie explicitly

separated in J39J and one has

«bere Q(A*) is «n analytic and bounded at infinity function,

«bioh can be used instead of S in the WT> fornalie»; Zt is
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essential, that in the Tf/Ti equations the factor ^yA (—Zik£)

enters in the region where J»lk<o, i.e. it plays the role

of a cut-off factor. This fact eliminates all difficulties

connected to the i) large /&/ convergence of H/D integral

equations ii) contribution of many-meson exchanges iii) cen-

trifugal factor for large 1. Physically the damping factor

fWf> (~-2l<t£/ means damping of boson exchanges inside the

QCB.

Xhree features make this method £59J similar to the QCB

model. First, the QCB potential (12} contains the Q -function

term, which yields a non-analytic factor еУрС~2ску in the S

matrix, i.e. the S matrix for the QCB potential does indeed

have the form (49). Second, in £59Jaa in the QCB model the

ОБЕ potential is used as a dynamics, and damping in £59] ef-

fectively makes it nonzero only outside QCB. Third, the QCB

eigenstates are introduced in [59J via ODD poles, and play an

important role in the method.

She S matrix constructed in £59] is in good agreement with

experimental data on 1S0,^S1,*P0,
1P1 Ш naves £42,48 ] in the

energy region 0 g T^ 1 GgV. Hote, that OBB parameters and

the radius b was fixed and the only fitting parameters in £55 }

are the CDD parameters corresponding to QCB poles esd residues*

The model [59] is easily generalized to ЗГЖ* 3fl/ systems,

.«hex* relativiatic effects are essential* .

We disease now the nanrelativietic QC3 model as applied

to other than ЯН systems.

The P matrix analysis and th- QCB potential of the forn

{12) was rased in [60] for the KB syaiem. There is a good ag-

reement with experimental data and the QCB elgenenergies f$L
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are close to the theoretical predictions at the 5q M M bags»

The IV and XT systems ha** been analysed In {ЬлЛ • The

correspondence between S matrix and P matrix poles (the so-

called hadronic shift) шва investigated, and trajectories of

the dibaryonic poles as functions of £. (QCB residues} are

calculated.

To conclude this Section we stress again the role of

plonic exchanges, since OBE whenever important reduces to OPS.

The role of heavy meson exchanges is relatively unimportant

as one can see froa Table 1 and £59} » pionic exchanges are

essential for L > 0. Shortly speaking, the ШГ dynamics requires

quarks (QCB) and pions. The implementation of chiral bag ideas

(see [25J } in the QCB model is highly desirable.

Ю . Parity violating (РУ) nucleon-nucleon interaction

in the QCB model

The calculations of the PV HIT amplitudes in the framework

of the QCB model in £22,62-63J hare been an important check

of the model, since no fitting parameters have been used. The

diagram for the PV transition In the ЯН system f?2] is given

in Pig.6, «here hatched blocks stand for the OBB interaction

in the initial and final states, the oval blocks - for the

V
fi
 potential, describing the Ш - QCB transition and the re-

verse, and the rectangular block - for the PV interaction

between quarks, \^
9
 taken froa the Tfeinbesg-Salam bagran-

gian. In principle, the PV interaction is also present in the

OBB terms, and can easily be accounted for; since, however,

it «eta_ only for r > b, then p and to P? exchanges can be
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neglected (e.g. in Op asymmetry), while is pionle exchangee

FV effects should be taken into account*

The P7 QCB model has the property that it accounts for

the quark structure of nucleons in the QCB state, i.e. it can

correctly describe the FV interaction at the distances r < b.

This la in contrast to the usual FV OBE approach [64-7 , */4i??e

the PV effects are taken into account in the OBE vertices,

while the quark structure is neglected at small Ш distances.

In case of С and U) exchanges this procedure is questionable

since the main contribution comes from small distances, /V/flJ**

«here nucleons overlap and OBE does not hold true»

Taking into account the quark structure at the vertices

{65] does not improve that defect, and only an explicit acco-

unt of 6q states at г < b, as it is done in the QCB model,

solves the problem* We note here a somewhat similar to the QCB

model, an approach [66j baaed on the "hybrid baryon-quark mo-

del" J67»66j , where an internal 6q states is present, but,

unlike the QCB model, no dynamical connection between 6q and

Ш components of the w.f. is introduced.

In the first paper of the PV QCB model f 61J the bb

asymmetry was calculated. Input data were the S
Q
 end ^P

Q
 pa-

rameters of the strong QCB interaction, known from the F mat-

rix analysis ot those waves; the FV q-q interaction was taken

as Weinberg-Salam without gluon-exchange renormal. zation, the

QCB w.f. were taken from MIT bag, but some simplifying ansotz

has been used to construct the total w.f. The result for bb

asyonetry Пал was 2 times s-ialler than experimental va-

lues [б8 ] . In a more elaborated version ot this work in j[62J

the 6q w.f. have been explicitly constructed. They have the
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font

where the quere brackets refer to Icnng tableau In the pseudo-

spin space j5>* V(2.)u(.$olning the orbitals SjA and byz ) , three-

dime ntional rotation space $V(2)g , in the J-space - the

Kronecker product of X and S' spaces, color space (C) and

Kronecker products СI and JCI.

The e/fgenstates of the mass operator of HIT bag forma-

lism are

where o< > 0.7805 and ув а 0.6252.

In the /Г7 у Z y ~ 0 j i channel we have only one function

2.24 GeV, К » 6.7

The matrix elements of the PV qq interaction are

• 1.088

• 3.383

A О) А Ш

and the resulting asymmetry for the states I , /fo.and 2, /}Л7

i s
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AJ£ • -0.73 Ю"7 (for 15 MeV) and -1.47 10~7 (45

Aft* -2,26 10"7 (15 MeV) and -4.57 1O"7 (45 Ые7).

Since the channels 1 and 2 enter coherently, i . e . via the

w.f. 1Ф> = //-Xz/rfF> 4- X (EK> t the answer depends

on the parameter z. Having defined this parameter at one ener-

gy, one has unambiguous answer for a l l other energirs. E.g.

for z * 0.83 (when the orthogonal to /4^> combination i s maxi-

mally coupled to the AA channel) .j We have for 15 and 45 MeV

respectively: npp' ЛО1 « -1.87 and -3.76 while experimental

data [68] are -1.7 * 0.8 and -3.2 ± 1.1.

The 2 з/г orbitals in QCB have been taken into account

by Z.Z.Israilov and M.M.bbi3akhanov (preprint ITT, Kiev and

private communication) and shown to reduce А*,р at 45 HeV Ъу

!Ehe P7 amplitudes of the fib interaction have been com-

puted in (joi\ and used to find the PV circular polarization

Pf of |" in the reaction fb[tt-jcl)f • In this case, as for

Afh » the 6q functions of two different symmetries are

present
 t

 which results in two possible answers for

P
r
 a -10.8 10 and -2.9 1O~° depending on the choice of the

•
 7

function. Hote the possibility of obtaining the large (10"')

Tx In contrast to a standard (10 } result of usual PV OBE

model.

Improvements of the PV QCB model must take into account

TV pionic ezchanges (in the Kb interaction) and gluonic re-

noxmalisation as in f65,69j . As we have seen above the QCB

model yields reasonable results fcr the PV HH transitions.
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11. Conclusion and Prospectives

In the proceeding Sections we have described the QCB mo-

del as applied to the nucleon-nucieon system. One should sew,

that the model is clearly defined and worked out in detail, so

that it can be used in nuclear physics whenever the Ш inter-

action is exploited. The 6q bags enter as a dominant element

in the UN interaction and their admixture to the w.f. can be

computed unambiguously within the model.

The QCB model easily generalizes to the inclusion of 9q,

I2q,... bags. Claeulations discussed in the text above, along

with other estimates [49-53] , stress an important role of Sq,

9q,... bags in nuclei and nuclear reactions. This fact

is possibly connected with recent important discoveries ^7O,7

that quark distribution in nuclei {^ Ye) is so much different

from that in deuteron and nvcleon.

The QCB model, in contrast to other quark approaches, is

closely connected with the P-matriz analysis of Jaffe and Low

fooj. Many successful analysis done during the lest years (see

£30 , 38 , 40 , 41 » 60 J and refs therein) give also support

to the ideas on which the QCB model is based. All quantitative

calculations done with the QCB model up to now are in reaso-

nable agreement with experiment. Further calculations are

needed; in particular an important check would be the binding

energy computations for few-nucleon systems, and а1зо the P-~

conserving circular polarization of f in the reaction

tbb -*-ilt>f with polarized neutron £21^ .

The QCB model is at present •-. very rigid version of the

model with a sharp QCB boundary and a large QCB radius. Pur-
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ther calculations and comparison with experiment «ill show,

whether this rigid version is realistic as it is, aad to which

extent it should be modified e.g., the boundary cf QCB be

smeared off, the radius Ъ Ъе decreased, additional internal

Ш interaction be included etc*
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n d l i i

forT"1{U> f o r а иятпг«»л

1. Expression through the S satrix

where И*, j. has «t J -»*> the form

- radiua in tbe chaanel f s К - diagonal natriz of жо-

•e&ta.

2« Z^reaelon through internal eolations

/\ Л t i
i

here f*' - *• di*soa«l aatrlx of redoeed каааез, Ъ - the saae for

radii.

*¥ ia a eatrix of solutions !£/*• ; i rtms orer a l l

chaxmela i • 1,.«.,Vt k denotes different seta of aolutio&s

(e .g . k refers to the channel, where the iccoaing ware ia pre-

sent^. Jcae another set of independent solutions ИГ-+ V = XiJ-^

howler V

3* For the many-channel OCB potential
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where

The S. eq. i s

where 7 ^ 1* the Язв matrix (/4.4), T ^ * 9 i s tit» la* matrix

of OS potentials lor r ? b and Ж i s a -vector /ф£..

Let ns tafce a matrix of free regular solution* X (n

"the colunns - vector of solstices* differest vectors have diffe-

rent coefficients of the components*

E.gs one can choose a diagonal Л/г) • Vox each «learnt of

thct diagonal matrix, X^lr) there is an irregular solution

X (r) aor«iuod a. YK (r) g/r)- X!'M%,/r)* - 2 Д
and the diagonal element of the Qreea fauction ^ ^ /t)r*J ш

* Xit(Ct))^ (f>) • Chen the fundamental matrix of

solutions for the «q« (л,6) is

* •

E
re-

P

Cue P matrix for that solution (A.fJ is given la (>4«3)«
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А ж 2

Жагоа (43) aad (44) one can see, tfaat the Q5B admixture can

be written as

(/4.8)

where the coefficient Ю eaters Ъесанэе of the antiaysmetrlsator

Ai* & ,e.g. //^/^- toMsf
1
**?

(/4.8) for nuclear matter test function

r

where У*1П> м / i s the w.f. of th« nucleua with A nuc-

leons accupyins the vcluiae "J/", and /^- ie

Г ir. ) -

where /v/^ i s given in (14).

Sakiog for ] ^ the ferai-gaa eacpreasion, we have

A &-
Г у % Jffi

where
/

is the weight of the state with isospin I and
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spin. S ; for the deuterra-like state, I, B • 0,1 one baa у Ax

Л
3/16» Ar is the Fermi monentua, defined by

, v 4 _

and the ¥erai-gas correlatioo function ia

Homalisation is checked by replacing F].-^--* £(?!/-fa')*

the result should be equal to the total nuaber of pairs with given
I.S* We have also defined

Expreasizig "Y^Jtf through ( /5.12), one obtains P

proportional t o i | as i t should be. For an estimate we insert the

values of the QCB parameters from \j2. J and Table 5* kf Is

taken as t(F= &t-0,2&£ • 0.268 GeV/e - close to the standard

value• As a result we have

**& A- i,

In the estieat* (A .15) we have neglected the average ener-

gy of a pair in the factor £ — £y , since/<f-> / - ^ 0.05

GeT, while f y = 0.243 GeT and 1 GeT for V « 1 , 2 .

»or I , S a 1,0 the values of QpB potential paraaeters are

elos» to those of IVS « 091s hence we expect r ^ — /^^ . la

addition, in tba nucleus OjSB with arbitrary J, X>, S are present.
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therefore for each pair of nodeoae the QSB aduELxtore i s

(for a pair) > » С/f .16)

Hot©, that this value i s twice that in deuteron. Ihie value i s

very sensitive to the fore of the вате function *Jf . For the

Versai gas ease (as for the ueuteron) there i s a strong cascella-

latim ia (A. ft) * which depends од tfee "virtual.ity* of the

pair of nucleons and for 1c with interaction takes, into

account jP AJB c 8 a °° several times larger.



JP-amtrlx analysis «f »5± and .Д atatea froat (39]

Liated are tbe values of "(T, (apper figure ) SeV, -r -
lower figure, GeT*, ^st^b ~ **** *i**t and second figure la
parentbeeis

b(F)

4.2

1 . *

1.6

So
potential

(r>6>
2.206

0.63

(0,99; O.«J

2.092

0.39

(0,99; 0.15)

2.021

0.22

(0.98; 0.20)

OBCP

2.235
0.66

to,9*; 0.35)

2.113

0.4*

(0.92; 0.39)

2.036

0.256

CO.93; 0.36)

Seld

2,236

0.67

(0.9*; 0.3*)

2.113

0.38

(0.92» 0.38)

2.035
0.26

(0.9*; 0.35)

Paris

2.2J6

0.65

(0.9*;0.3*)

2.115

0.42

(0.9*; 0.34

2.037
0.256

(0.93;0.36)
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P-matrig analysis of

from (Vlj

fable 2

B
2

2.155
(GeV)

0J »

h *
reff»
а, У

GeV

GeV

"B

0

0

1

5

,481

.161

.75

.40

2.156 2.169

0.478
0.168

1.73

5.58

0.570
0.206

1.74

5.45

2.160

0.448

0.176

1.75

5.58

value of Ъ э 6.7 GeV"1

The external OBS - from (.44 J
Experimental phases - from /42 J

GeV, g^/q) =0.455 GeV

P
SI
/o)» - 0.156 GeV

Faxametrization

PlK --

P-natrlx analysis of

Table Ъ

state with and without

state (computations by I.Zi.Graca and M„Shmatikov)

J

external potential - ОББ from £44 J
ezperisental phases - from [42 3 •

Ml

Tji GeV ft

without КЛ

КЛ included

0.465 • О.47О

0.685 0.17 0.12



. gable 4

P-matrix analysis of P, , Pt , * fo , '1>г , *2>2 states
(according to I.L.Grach, M.Zh.Shmatikav).
External potential - OBS from [4*3 •

Ъ, fieV"1 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31

Tp , GeV 0.89 >1 > 1 >1 >0.8

b, GeV"1 9 9 9 9 9

^ 0.675 0,79 0.76 0.85 0.85

Parameters
aion with
experiment

£o 7,
33i 7.

TL(Mtf) ,

o f

Xt

JeV

,42

s

-1
i

.025

to

i c & 1Й1
*^ 4 1.06

80

79

0

0

'X and potentials is
t- 1 and comparison

0

0

2 *

.967

.89

1.44

1.41

f 2 7

.268

0.77

0.71

1.11

1,10

I

--

Or

0 .

loo

0.50

0.46

6,

0,

feeV,

34
348

0.

0,

of

> L

0

0

15*

.28

.29

.750 0.51

.73 0.477

Table 5

the simplified ver-
c»lculated ph

.23

.241

ZIP

0.182

0,03

О.ЗО6

О.ЗО9

1 0
1 0

32 f

-O.O93

-0.17

P.0375

0,0166

£46,

SeV

.37

s with

V 4

.445

-0.

-0 .

-0 .

-0.

US

.334

,34

,126

,111

/ /

1
1

-0

-0

0
0

Г/5"

.43

.39

-0.251

-0.245
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Parameters of the

Table 6

QPB potential ia a gae generalized

approach with Xy 4 1 •

One QCB pole

Ъ я 6,1 Ge7"1 ; ^ а О,5ЗД5

I * 0,7928 | ^ • 0,3963 i Oi m 0,3772.

Be suiting scattering length а ж 20,12 ?

effective radius 7 « a 2, 78 7*



Fig.1. (a-f) - Solid line - one channel P matrix for b=»1.5 ?,

broken line - P-ц w*th V& taken into account, dasb-Gotted line -

without КД for b«2? (in triplet states for T
L
< 400 HeV)

r
 dotted

line - the ваша tor Ь=1Р. Experimental points with errors for .

b*1.5 T, circlee *»ithout ИД , triangles with IT , correspond to

data tranjAZ/л- -—^ —

position Ip for J)
a
 with iaelaaticity VS radius Ъ .
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Fig.3. Mixing parameter б ел a function of 1^, •xperimental data fro» /42/ (oir-

olee), /47/ (equaree), /48/ (triangles) aa compared fdth puramettrii&tiona B^ and

B
2
 (from /41/).
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